Nobility and Poverty

In “The Wife of Bath Tale” the Knight learns many lessons. After the ungrateful knight marries the woman who saves his life, he complains that she is old, lowborn, and poor. In response, the woman parries with her thoughts on gentility and poverty.

1. According to the woman who saves the knight, what are two different origins of true nobility or gentility, i.e. where do nobility and gentility come from? (Note: “Nobility” and “gentility” are used interchangeably.) Write down a quote to go with each reason AND EXPLAIN how your quotes reveal the answer. Look at pages 4-5 of the text for these ideas and make sure that you cite line numbers.

2. According to the woman who saves the knight, and what are four advantages to poverty? Write down a quote to go with each reason AND EXPLAIN how your quotes reveal the answer. Look at pages 4-5 of the text for these ideas and make sure that you cite line numbers.

Grading Rubric:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The student has fully and accurately identified two different origins of nobility and/or gentility and four advantages to poverty. Additionally, each origin and advantage is supported by text, which has been analyzed by the student.</td>
<td>One advantage or origin is wrong or underdeveloped.</td>
<td>Two advantages or origins are wrong or underdeveloped.</td>
<td>Three advantages or origins are wrong or underdeveloped.</td>
<td>Four advantages or origins are wrong or underdeveloped.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Formatting:
-1 point for not using the present verb tense
-1 point for not using MLA citation.
“djnvsdj/ dowjeoijiwe” (Chaucer “WOB” lines 11-12).

Assignment is LATE 60% of earned credit
No Credit: Five or six of the origins are wrong or underdeveloped.
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